MAT 127: Calculus C, Fall 2010
Homework Assignment 6

WebAssign Problems due before 9am, Wednesday, 10/27 (all sections)
20% bonus for submissions before 9am, Saturday, 10/23

Written Assignment due before
9:35am Wednesday, 10/27 in Library E4320 if enrolled in L01
5:20pm Thursday, 10/28 in Library W4525 if enrolled in L02
2:20pm Thursday, 10/28 in Library W4540 if enrolled in L03

Please read Sections 8.1 and 8.2 thoroughly before starting on the corresponding problems below.

Written Assignment: 8.1 54,60; 8.2 9,32,34,64,68; p631 4,5
justify your answers in all problems

Please write your solutions legibly; the graders may disregard solutions that are not readily readable. All solutions must be stapled (no paper clips) and have your name and lecture number in the upper-right corner of the first page.